This study discusses kinematic and dynamic precession models for a rolling ball with a finite contact area and a point contact respectively. In literature, both conventions have been applied. In this paper, we discuss in detail the kinematic and dynamic models to describe the ball precession and the radius of a circular rolling path. The kinematic model can be used if the contact area and friction coefficient are sufficient to prevent slippage. The dynamic precession model has significance in multi-body simulation environments handling rolling balls with ideal point contacts. We have applied both the kinematic and dynamic precession model to evaluate the no-slip condition of the existing GimBall-robot. According to the result, the necessity of an external precession torque may cause slipping at lower velocities than expected if ignoring this torque.
SYMBOLS
Friction coefficient share for acceleration force μ T Friction coefficient share for vertical torque
INTRODUCTION
Ball-shaped vehicles have been under development already over the last 120 years. The first patents on selfpropelled spherical toys were filed in the end of 19th century. Studies on dynamic modelling and steering of a motor-driven ball started in 1990's leading into emergence of computer controlled spherical mobile robots. (Ylikorpi and Suomela 2007) Recent studies on ball-shaped robots have described a variety of applications in different environments, including marine, indoors, outdoors and planetary exploration. (Michaud and Caron 2002; Bruhn et al. 2005; Kaznov and Seeman 2010) Lately, commercial spherical robots have been introduced to the markets for surveillance and gaming applications. (Avery 2011; Krieger 2013) Spherical rolling robots offer interesting modelling and control problems due to their extraordinary dynamic nature. In development of robot mechanics and control, simulators regularly represent the robotic system and its behavior. (For example: Hristu-Varsakelis 2001; Otani et al. 2006; Jia et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2008; Ghanbari et al. 2010; Ishikawa et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2011; Cai et al. 2012) Figure 1 presents the pendulum-driven GimBall-robot developed at Aalto University. Steering of this robot takes place by tilting the rolling axis sideways with the aid of the pendulum. As shown in Figure 2 , the ball then adopts a circular rolling path. The path center appears to be located at the crossing point of the tilted rolling axis extension and the rolling plane.
Although this behavior appears trivial at the first glance, several questions can be formulated: 1. What makes the ball to follow a circular path? 2. Is the path center actually located at the extension of the rolling axis? If so, why?
3. Assuming no slipping or sliding, can the behavior be explained purely by geometry? 4. When the ball velocity changes, a torque around a vertical axis is needed to change the angular precession-rate. Where this torque comes from? 5. In particular, how behaves an ideal ball on an ideal plane with an ideal point contact? This is a relevant question for simulation models. 6. How do these findings reflect into practice?
This study seeks for answers for the above set questions. In particular, we are looking for the relationship between the lean angle and the path radius. The results find significance in formulation of accurate dynamic models for ball robots, and in application of those models for simulation purposes.
For our robot, forward rolling takes place around an axis whose sideways lean angle with respect to the rolling plane is assumed stable and under control. Forward and backward rolling is unlimited but sideways motion limits to the adjustment of the sideways lean angle only. Steering of the rolling direction to the right or left requires a precession motion of the rolling axis (and the entire robot) around the vertical axis. Omni-directional rolling, that can take place around any axis at any moment, is not possible for this kind of pendulumdriven robots.
RELATED WORK
Literature presents basically two different models for ball precession: it is described either as a kinematic behavior or as a dynamic one. The convention selected in the literature follows in general the mechanical design of the robot being discussed. It is in our interest to find out, whether the kinematic or a dynamic model should be used for a pendulum-driven robot, and under which circumstances is the selection valid. This section gives an overview on the ball precession models in the literature. The discussion is divided into five subsections, each considering a specific approach.
Classical ball-plate problem, spinning forbidden
Prior studies considering the rolling contact between two rigid bodies with curved surfaces lay ground for further path planning and control of rolling balls. One subset of the rolling body problem is a sphere rolling along a plane. In this set-up, the ball moves along a planar surface through rotations around horizontal axes. This is known as the 'classical ball-plate problem'.
In the classical ball-plate problem, any rotation of the ball around the vertical axis is usually forbidden. In some cases, the ball rotates between two horizontal plates: The upper plate moves in horizontal direction, thus providing the actuation for the ball. Since the ball has no actuation of its own, especially no actuation around the vertical axis, it is practical to set the vertical rotation rate (called often spinning) zero. In the related literature, the complete formulae include also the spinning motion, while several examples in the same references assume no-spinning for convenience. (Cai and Roth 1987; Montana 1988; Li and Canny 1990; Jurdjevic 1993; Bicchi et al. 1995) . Jurdjevic writes 'It is convenient to assume that ω 3 = 0.' On this basis, the no-slip -constraint is often defined as rolling without slipping, but also setting the spinning rate zero.
Some robot designs are able to rotate in any direction. Therefore, these omni-directional ball robots do not require vertical precession for steering. In modelling of these robots, it is beneficial to assume that the contact geometry and friction prevent spinning. (Halme et al. 1996; Bicchi et al. 1997; Spitzmüller 1998; Camicia et al. 2000; Alves and Dias 2003; Chen et al. 2012) For their omni-directional robot and based on no-spincondition, Zhan et al. (2011) set total vertical rotation rate as zero. From the rolling velocity, lean angle and no-spin constraint they solve the ZYX-Euler rotation velocities. The result particularly describes the no-spin condition: the ball does not rotate around the vertical axis, but it rotates only around a horizontal axis. Mukherjee et al. (1999 Mukherjee et al. ( , 2002 and Mukherjee (2004, 2006) study the application of the classical ballplate problem for path planning and steering of a ball robot. In addition, they introduce a model of a ball with a tilted rolling axis. The no-slip constraint is set effective including the no-spinning condition. Das Also Hosoe (2006, 2008) combine the classical ball-plate problem with ball rotation around a tilted rolling axis. Assuming that the rolling axis passes through the path center, they define the path radius of the tilted ball from geometry, without referring to the no-spin constraint.
Classical ball-plate problem, free spinning In contrast to the no-spinning constraint, most of the papers introducing momentum wheels for robot actuation leave spinning free. The no-slip condition is then defined as a pure rolling, leaving the vertical precession unconstrained. Agrawal 2000a, 2000b; Otani et al. 2006; Ishikawa et al. 2010 Ishikawa et al. , 2011 Svinin et al. 2012a Svinin et al. , 2012b Morinaga et al. 2012; Azizi and Naderi 2013 Joshi et al. (2007 Joshi et al. ( , 2010 and Joshi and Banavar (2009) give an extensive discussion on a spherical robot driven by four momentum wheels. In particular,  Figure 3) give an impression of a robot rolling around a tilted axis but following a straight path. This behavior rejects the idea of a kinematic precession model. Yet utilizing the gyroscopic effect for stabilization and steering, another type of a robot is the rolling wheel called Gyrover. The Gyrover steers by tilting sideways, and the precession rate develops from the wheel dynamics without a kinematic constraint. (Brown Jr. and Xu 1996; Xu et al. 1998; Nandy and Xu 1998) S p i n n i n g i s f r e e f r o m c o n s t r a i n t s a l s o i n t h e r o b o t models applying linear actuators in the works of Mojabi (2002, 2004) , and Sang et al. (2010) .
Pendulum-driven ball robots, no-spinning constraint
To calculate the precession velocity, some papers set the no-spin constraint also for a pendulum-driven robot. In a similar manner as do Mukherjee et al. (2002) , they solve the first Euler rotation velocity around the vertical axis, and use it as precession rate. (Zheng et al. 2011; Cai et al. 2012) Pendulum-driven ball robots, kinematic precession model Many studies define the path curvature directly from the ball radius and the sideways lean angle. (Laplante et al. 2007; Nagai 2008; Liu et al. 2008; Liu and Sun 2010; Ghanbari et al. 2010; Mahboubi et al. 2013 ) Kim et al. (2009) start their study with a description of a finite contact area between a ball and a plane. The case is similar to that of a conical roller. They then extend the kinematic constraint to apply also for a point contact. Ball precession is kinematically constrained also in the work of Kamaldar et al. (2011) .
Pendulum-driven ball robots, dynamic precession model
Literature presents one dynamic model giving the ball precession rate through torque balance between the gravitational torque, the centrifugal torque, and the gyroscopic torque. The result gives the precession rate as a function of the pendulum angle and the rolling rate, but ignores the sideways lean angle. (Nagai 2008; Kayacan et al. 2012 ). Also Jia et al. (2008) leave the ball precession free from kinematic constraints.
ROLLING PATH RADIUS WITH A FINITE CONTACT AREA
In quest for an answer for our first question "What makes the ball to follow a circular path?" -we start our study with a view on a ball with a finite contact area.
Figure 3 presents a ball with a finite contact area. A spherical shell with a finite stiffness adopts a circular contact area with a finite diameter d. Then, under noslip conditions, the contact geometry defines the ball motion to be similar to that of a conical roller. The figure shows the illustrative cone inside the ball. A nonzero vertical torque T z indicates that contact friction over a finite contact area is able to exert a vertical torque on the ball. 
The following calculations -based on the contact kinematics, solve the path radius, the center of the circular path, and the precession velocity. Note that in Figure 3 , the circular path center O is not yet fixed with respect to the ball. The path center location becomes known only after the radiuses r 1 and r 2 are solved.
Under no-slip -conditions, the roller velocity at any contact point is zero. Equation (1) presents the kinematic condition at the extreme points of the contact area.
Notifying the roller geometry, (1) is identical with
In this kinematically constrained situation, the precession rate Ω can be solved from (2) as a function of the rolling rate ω and the lean angle θ.
Substituting (3) into (2) gives the velocity-independent kinematic equations (4) for solving the path radius.
Equation (4) can be expressed as
Equation (5) applies to all points on the contact area. As r c presents the path radius measured to the center of the contact area, (5) can be written as
Equation (6) indicates that the rolling axis ζ of the cone indeed passes through the path center O.
In case of a finite contact area, this result gives answers to our three first questions: In such case, the no-slip condition and contact kinematics invoke the precession motion and make the ball to follow a circular path, whose center is located at the point where the extension of the tilted rolling axis meets the rolling plane.
The next question is: Can this result be extended to apply also for a ball with a point contact? To answer to this question, we have a look at the calculations we have made: The kinematically constrained precession rate (3) was derived by solving the equation pair in (2). Rearranging of (2) gives cos = Ω cos + sin = Ω + Ω
⇔ cos − Ω = 0 cos − Ω = (Ω − sin ) .
If the length d was zero, i.e. the contact comprises a point, (8) is equivalent with (9).
The lower row of (9) is identically true and the two unknowns (path radius and precession rate) can't be solved with the one remaining equation in (9). On basis of this result, the conical roller analogy can't be extended for a point contact. The no-slip -condition still prevails, but it does not define the precession rate of the ball. Path radius of a rolling ball can then be different from what would be expected on based on the kinematic model. Such point contact could be present, for example, at the contact of a rolling disc or a rolling ideal sphere.
ROLLING PATH RADIUS DERIVED FROM BALL DYNAMICS
An ideal sphere with a point contact may be encountered for example in simulation experiments of ball-shaped robots, especially in multi-body simulation environments, like Adams. As was discovered in the previous section, in this particular case the kinematic model can't be used to define the path radius, and some other solution must be found. This section seeks to solve the precession rate from ball dynamics.
Figure 4 presents a ball with a point contact. A zero torque T z indicates the lack of the vertical friction torque, which is due to the point contact that does not provide any moment arm for lateral friction forces. Path radius r and precession velocity Ω are unknown. The forward rolling axis ζ crosses the rolling plane at point P located at the distance of R/tanθ from the contact point. Note that we have not placed the path center O in any specific location with respect to the ball center. Distance from the crossing point P to the path center O depends solely on the path radius r, which is yet unknown. This means also that the crossing point P on the rolling plane is not necessarily stationary.
The general rolling constraint presented in (1) remains valid and it can be expressed as in (10). Path radius r can be solved from (10) once the precession rate Ω is known.
Equations of motion for a rotating body provide the necessary tools for solving the precession rate. Equation (11) presents Euler's equations for a rotationally Hibbeler (2009, p. 603-615) to apply the notation of Figure 4 . This particular form of Euler's equations has been modified for analysis of a spinning top. The moving frame of reference follows the nutation and precession of the top, but does not spin with it. In particular, the accelerations need to be determined in the moving frame.
The left-hand side of (11) presents the torques affecting the ball, and the right-hand side presents its motion and inertia terms. I 0 stands for the inertia around the rolling axis ζ, and I indicates the inertia around the principal axes η and ξ. The inertias I 0 and I are not assumed to be identical, but they may differ, for example due to the mechanical structure of the robot's spherical shell. Equation (12) presents torque balance around the vertical axis.
Substituting (11) into (12) with consideration of ball inertia about vertical axis gives precession acceleration:
Equation (13) presents a dynamic model for the ball precession. The model includes rolling velocity and the lean angle of the robot, their time derivatives, and the two main moments of inertia.
Recall that Equations (11) and (12) represent the spherical shell alone neglecting any other parts of the robot. For completeness, the denominator of (13) has been added with the driving mechanism inertia I pz around the ground vertical. Exact pendulum angle and inertia I pz are functions of ball precession velocity, lean angle and path radius. For brevity, a theoretical scalarvalued maximum inertia of the pendulum presents a worst-case estimate for I pz . In the following, the simulation results are repeated with and without the pendulum inertia. We may also note that in absence of pendulum inertia, the model in (13) is general for rolling spheres and applicable for many different types of ballrobots. Only requirement is that the shell rotates around a tilted rolling axis. This model can then be completed with the specific inertial properties of the robot being under investigation.
For demonstration purposes, the model in (13) can be simplified to present an ideally controlled ball having a constant lean angle θ. In case of a constant lean angle, the precession acceleration becomes
The precession acceleration is now a function of the ball rolling acceleration. In absence of external torque and during a steady-state rolling, precession rate remains constant and the ball follows a steady circular path.
Upon ball acceleration, precession rate develops respectively and the ball maintains the same circular path. During acceleration from rest to the final rolling velocity ω, the ball precession velocity Ω can be acquired through integration of (14). In absence of external torque and assuming a constant worst-case I pz
The path radius can then be solved from (10) and (15)
Equation (17) presents the path radius for a ball that maintains a constant lean angle, being independent from ball velocity or acceleration. It is interesting to note that in case of a uniform sphere without any pendulum, I = I 0 , I pz = 0 and (17) is equivalent with (6), and (15) equals to (3). This means that, under no-slip conditions, the dynamic behavior of a uniform ball with a point contact is similar to the kinematic behavior of a ball with a finite contact area. In general and due to differences in main moments of inertia, this is not the case. For a constant lean angle, comparison of the path radius from the dynamic model (17) with the kinematic model (6) reveals the ratio
In practical applications, the robot's main moment of inertia I 0 around the forward rolling axis is often smaller than the inertia I about the two other axes. As a practical example, the GimBall-robot robot shell in Figure 1 has the inertia ratio 1.18. Assuming a 0.2 rad lean angle and a point contact, the dynamic model attains a path radius 17% larger than suggested by the kinematic model. GimBall pendulum inertia may enlarge the path radius up to 41% beyond the kinematic model.
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For simulation purposes, the precession acceleration and rate can be calculated in a closed form from (14) and (15). In this example, constant lean angle and rolling acceleration are applied for a given acceleration time T a
Equation (20) shows the resulting rolling velocity ω, and the precession acceleration comes from (14) according to (21).
Integration of (21) 
Knowing the rolling velocity ω and heading φ, the ball velocity components v x and v y can be calculated as
An adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature function, provided by Matlab software, was used to numerically integrate the ball's location from the velocities in (25), applying the default values for absolute error tolerance (1E-10) and relative error tolerance (1E-6).
Figure 5 demonstrates ball paths with varying inertia ratios, but with a constant 0.2-rad lean angle and constant 1-rad/s 2 acceleration to reach the 1-rad/s forward rolling velocity at t = 1 s. Ball radius is 0.226 m. The precession motion develops during the 1-s acceleration period after which the ball continues rolling with constant velocity and precession rate until the end of simulation at t = 100 s. Two separate results are produced with parallel simulations: one in Matlab using the equations derived above and marked with 'o', and another in Adams multi-body simulation software and marked with 'x'. The figure shows no differences in the parallel simulation results. During a 100-s simulation the ball rolled 22 m, while the maximum measured location difference between the two simulation results remains below 0.00013 mm. The difference is less than 6·10 -7 percent of the travelled distance.
As well in Figure 5 , a third simulation result marked with 'D' was added to demonstrate the effect from the theoretical maximum GimBall pendulum inertia around the vertical axis. In this simulation, shell rolling inertia is 0.0633 kg·m 2 , pendulum mass 1.795 kg, pendulum length 0.065 m and max. pendulum main moment of inertia 0.0074 kg·m 2 , as derived from a 3D-model. The added 0.015 kg·m 2 -pendulum inertia makes the simulated rolling paths significantly larger.
The simulation results in Figure 5 demonstrate how different inertia ratios lead to different paths, even though the lean angle, the rolling velocity acceleration, and the final velocity are the same. This is a clear difference to the kinematic precession model. The presence of the pendulum makes the difference even larger. The innermost path in Figure 5 describes the inertia ratio 1, being similar to the result from the kinematic constraint. The difference between this path and the other paths reveals the different behavior of the dynamic and kinematic models.
COMBINING THE KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC MODELS
We have now discovered that, with a finite contact area, a kinematic precession model can be used to define the radius of the circular path, as long as the no-slip condition prevails. We have also learned that there exists a gyroscopic torque that creates a precession motion even in absence of the kinematic rolling constraint. Now, it is of interest to study the circumstances where the kinematic rolling constraint remains valid.
The kinematic precession model requires that the contact friction provides the necessary forces to maintain (and also to change) the ball state of motion. The friction forces are needed to accelerate the ball velocity, to prevent sliding under centrifugal force, and as well to create the vertical torque to change the precession rate, if not created by the gyroscopic forces as shown in (13). Depending on the inertia ratio, gyroscopic precession torque may increase or decrease the needed external friction torque. In order to create the sufficient torque, the contact geometry needs to have a sufficient diameter. In this section, based on the kinematic and dynamic precession models, we calculate the minimum necessary contact area diameter. With this contact area, the kinematic precession model remains valid and the ball follows the anticipated circular path.
In case of a finite contact area depicted in Figure 3 , the time derivative of the kinematic equation (3) connects the ball precession rate change to the ball forward rolling acceleration Ω̇= ̇sin .
With a given lean angle θ, the dynamic equation (14) presents the precession acceleration as a function of the vertical friction torque and precession torque. The necessary friction torque can then be solved
In (27) one may note that a symmetric ball (without a pendulum) would not need any external friction torque. In such case the gyroscopic torque on the ball creates the necessary precession acceleration. We may see also that the friction torque is needed only when the ball rolling velocity changes.
In case of the GimBall-robot, the needed external precession torque for the shell at 0.2 rad lean angle and 1 rad/s forward rolling angular acceleration is 2.17 mNm. Addition of the maximum theoretical pendulum inertia increases the torque need to 5.15 mNm.
The contact pressure is assumed to be uniform over the circular contact area. The friction force over the surface builds up of two components: a) Lateral acceleration friction force counteracts the forward acceleration and centrifugal acceleration force. This force distributes evenly over the contact area and has the same direction at every point. b) Vertical friction torque develops from lateral force components that have uniform magnitude, but direction vectors rotate around the contact point. To prevent slipping, the maximum combined friction force shall not exceed the contact friction created by the ball weight and the coefficient of friction.
Respectively with the two force components mentioned above, the contact friction coefficient is divided into two components: μ a covers the lateral acceleration force, and μ T covers the vertical friction torque. To prevent slipping, the total friction coefficient needed is the sum of these
Friction force providing the lateral acceleration is independent from the contact area. The necessary lateral friction coefficient can be calculated from the lateral ball acceleration and the centrifugal acceleration as
Since the motion follows a circular trajectory, the precession rate and path radius can be inserted from (3) and (6):
The friction force needed for the given vertical precession torque depends on the contact area. The torque can be calculated as an integral over the contact area A
where m = ball mass, ρ = distance from contact area center, and α = angular location of the force element. This gives
Equation (33) relates the vertical friction torque to the contact area diameter, normal contact force, and friction coefficient. The same model is applied in CONTACTstatement of Adams simulation software. The necessary contact diameter can be solved from (28), (31) and (33):
Inserting the necessary friction torque T z from (27) to (34) gives the needed contact diameter:
In (35) one may note that in a symmetric case (I=I 0 ) and in absence of the pendulum inertia, d = 0 , i . e . a symmetric ball with a point contact will satisfy the constraints. This is because the gyroscopic torque on the symmetric ball creates the necessary precession acceleration. No external contact friction torque is needed. In a non-symmetric case a non-zero contact diameter is needed.
Assuming a coefficient of friction μ = 0.2 (typical for acrylic material used for the GimBall shell), ball radius 0.226 m, GimBall mass m = 5.1 kg, inertia ratio 1.18, and I 0 = 0.0633 kg·m 2 , the needed contact area diameter becomes d = 0.75 mm at the given 1-rad/s forward rolling velocity, 1-rad/s 2 angular acceleration, and 0.2-rad sideways lean angle. With the maximum theoretical pendulum inertia 0.015 kg·m 2 added, the needed contact area diameter is 1.76 mm. Figure 6 presents the result from (35) as a function of ball velocity and friction coefficient. As the centrifugal acceleration increases along with the increased rolling velocity, the remaining friction force available for the vertical friction torque decreases. Therefore, the necessary contact area increases. As the needed contact area diameter escapes to infinity, the forward acceleration and centrifugal acceleration consume all available friction force capacity, and no friction torque to maintain the precession acceleration remains left. Added inertia from the elevated pendulum increases the necessary contact area. The curved graphs indicate that, due to necessary precession torque, slipping may start earlier than anticipated from rolling acceleration and centrifugal acceleration alone.
The results in Figure 6 assume that the lean angle and path radius remain constant. In addition to contact properties, the ability of the robot to follow this path depends also on the steering mechanism. In case of the GimBall-robot, the short pendulum length limits the maximum rolling velocity along this path to 1.05 m/s. Therefore, GimBall loses the track rather by flipping aside than sliding. Slippage becomes evident only at low coefficients of friction or at higher acceleration.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has discussed the kinematic and dynamic precession models for a rolling ball with a finite contact area and a point contact respectively. In literature, both conventions have been applied. Usually, literature does not define the contact geometry. Instead, ideal spheres and planes are regularly introduced without mentioning a possibility for deformation or a finite contact area. Reader is then tempted to assume that the presented models in literature comprise a point contact. However, these models often employ the kinematic precession model, which applies for a point contact only in a case of an ideal symmetric sphere where I=I 0 . In practical applications, such ideal symmetry can rarely be assumed.
In multi-body dynamics simulators, like Adams, the selection of the finite contact area versus a point contact makes a difference. In Adams, the GCON (general constraint) -statement can be used to create an ideal point contact. For a ball with the point contact, the dynamic precession model then prevails instead of the kinematic one. In contrast, the CONTACT -statement in Adams creates a contact with a finite contact area. In this case, the kinematic precession model applies, -as long as contact friction is sufficient. If the simulator model presents an ideal point contact but a kinematic behavior is desired, it is necessary to implement additional artificial constraints to invoke the kinematic precession model.
We have introduced the dynamic precession model for a rolling ball-robot. This model explains ball precession in presence of an ideal point contact. The absence of pendulum parameters allows application of the model for different types of ball-shaped robots. The model can be used in simulators, and it provides also information about the gyroscopic precession torque.
We have applied both the kinematic and dynamic precession model to evaluate the no-slip condition of the GimBall-robot. The result indicates that ball slipping may start earlier than anticipated if neglecting the need for an external precession torque.
In the progressive studies, the scalar-valued worst-case pendulum inertia estimate I pz may be replaced with an exact presentation taking into consideration the actual pendulum orientation. Experimental tests call for robots with especially rigid spherical shells to demonstrate the effect of a minute contact area on a slippery surface. 
